
Good Evening. My name Is Trudy Wallack and I reside in Greeneville, Tennessee on the banks of the

Nolichucky River, approximately 28 miles downstream from NFS. The following are my independent

comments addreSSing the Draft Environmental Assessment for the renewal of U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, license Number SNM-124 for Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. Docket Number 70-
143, dated October 2010. Mr. Peter Habighorst has ensured us that we each will be heard, if we have
to stay here all night .r:

Since the onset of the BlEU project at Nuclear Fuel Services, I have personally felt
a servant to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The burden of proof always
falling on the shoulders of the public, the very public this government agency is
assigned to protect.

And here, once again, we, members of the public, find ourselves in the ongoing
current, as the powers that be, the NRC,"paddle" from the same boat as the
industry, Nuclear Fuel Services. If a paddle cracks, just apply some glue, if it
breaks, the regulator simply accepts "duct tape" and they "all" just continue to
paddle. For as long as the vessel stays afloat, all is well. As documented and
publicly released in a televised interview, the NRCspecifically says NFStakes a
band-aid approach to fixing problems (ref. WJHl/2-10). History suggests that if
the boat's owners, NFSadvise the protectors, NRC,that the boat is safe and all is
well.

I have read the draft of the Environmental Assessment and challenge its
contents based on one simple fact:

The draft EA is comprised primarily of information provided by the licensee. In
June 2010, the Safety Culture Board of Advisors outlined and documented:

On Page 147•••"Signing that an action was complete when it was not are
exampleS of FALSIFICATIONAND/OR FRAUDULENTBEHAVIORTHAT ARE
UNACCEPTABLEAT NFS."

Within this same report, another example of falsification is documented: Page
89: FIREDAMPERSHAD NOT BEENINSPECTEDSINCE2003 AND INACCURATE
INFORMATION WAS GIVEN TO NRC.
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Continuing on Page4-14, 4.11,of the EA, Public & Occupational Health: NRCstaff
concludes that the impact to occupational health from non-radiological
operations at NFSwould be small. In contrast, the SCUBAreport reads, Page76,
The injury rate for the site does not compare favorably with the industry and
any emphasis to improve the situation has been limited and not a priority.

These, along with other contradictory claims preface the contents of the draft EA
in my opinion and based on this finding, I personally must question the integrity
and accuracies of the EA. Time does not allow me to elaborate but simply put and
in my personal opinion, if this EAcontains discrepancies when compared to the
two SCUBAreports, it represents further investigation is needed by the NRC.

•

The NRCcannot, without guilt and shame, suggest to current interested parties to
refer to past environmental review documents; to limit redundancy on issues that
have previously been reviewed and contain more detailed descriptions of those
aspects of analysis that remain unchanged. It is worthwhile to those interested
parties to have immediate disclosure of past analysis and "spare" the public the
frustration for those that do not have access to such information. I consider thisZ;'SftJP
to be another action of burden on the publi hose detailed
descriptions/analysis should accompany an lor be part of the existing Draft EAas
they are entirely relevant. It is the understanding that there are guidelines and
regulations that the NRCnot waste paper on the process of reprinting these
documents being referenced. This 40 year license renewal request is
unprecedented in this particular industry and one would think the NRCwould
make exception to such a regulation based on the sensitivity and critical nature of
such a request. If approved, such action would carry their operations for a total of
93 years. There's no restarting of the clock as the NRCclaims. Such an action of
omitting past review documents suggests to me that there might well be
discrepancies when compared with the existing draft EAand the SCUBAfindings.

The reason for not including the pertinent document is labeled: redundancy.
Certainly, redundancy is most prevalent throughout the draft EAand I'd like to
address only a few.
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"Planned, Estimates, Potential, Believes •••and of course, small, small, small
impact." Such a request as that presented by the licensee for forty more years is
most critical and it is a known fact that such consideration is unprecedented in
this particular industry in this part of the world. An EAshould be precise and
specific and such terms are used, in my opinion, in a reckless and careless
manner.

For example:

The draft EA references Plans/Planning: And it is simply that; it's talking the talk,
yet the walk remains to be seen. This industrial posturing and intent of future
plans and promises is historically a consistent characteristic of NFS.

Next: Estimates, ie: Page4-150f the EA: Routine air monitoring is NOT
CURRENTLYPERFORMEDfor non-radiological criteria and hazardous air
POLLUTANTS.Table 2-1 Indicates that NFSESTIMATESOF POLLUTANTSTO THE
AMBIENT AIR ARE IN COMPLlANCE •••••ESTIMATES ...Since when is the public
protected and SINCEWHEN is an ESTIMATEconsidered safe? This is significantly
unacceptable to the Safety of the Public.

Do the terms ESTIMATES(noun) & ESTIMATES(verb) equal a convenient way to
not answer the question? To me, it indicates uncertainty, which in this case, is
unacceptable and requires specific amounts. Is the public required to accept
estimates as factual?

Believes: ie: Page 2-5: NFSBELIEVES...Elevated levels for nitrate/nitrite as
nitrogen and total recoverable magnesium levels in the storm water are
consistent with naturally occurring background levels in surface water and
groundwater in the vicinity of the site, while the contributor for the elevated total
recoverable aluminum is not known(NFS, 2003). NO FURTHER
CORRESPONDENCEBETWEENNFS& TOECCONCERNINGRESOLUTIONOFTHIS
ISSUEHAS BEENIDENTIFIED. So, since NFSbelieves it is naturally occurring
background levels and it is not known ...well, again, here we are in the world of
beliefs on a matter that is highly significant.
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BELIEVES:ie: Page 3-13: NFShas conducted past site development activities (e.g.,
enlarging a culvert through which Martin Creek passes, rerouting and
rechanneling Martin Creek) that it BELIEVESHASSUFFICIENTLYALTEREDTHE
TOPOGRAPHY50 THAT THESITEWOULD BEPROTECTEDFROM A 100-YEAR
FLOOD(NFS,200gb). A critical area for "believe" to be applied.

The term "believes" appears to relieve the facility of any further research? Is the
term "believes" considered factual? DOESTHETERM "BELIEVES"REPRESENTA
FINAL CONCLUSION?Unacceptable.

SMALL..•SMALL•••SMALL.••IMPACTS•••BASEDON THE CONVENIENTSYSTEMIN
PLACEUSINGTHETERM "BELIEVES", is this indicative that critical findings hold
this same reasoning?

On Page 2-11: REPLACETHE MAIN PROCESSVENTILATION STACK:What current
& existing conditions require this stack to be replaced?

Another significant issue I find questionable is on page 1-5, 1.5.3, "Issues
Outside the Scope of the EA". There is great confusion and such exclusion finds
me totally perplexed as to what this action is based on and is this action legal? Is
this an example of segmentation? One is left to question, is it coincidence that
those issues determined to be "outside the scope of the EA" are related to
specific areas that reveal non-compliance and long standing NF5 cultural
deficiencies?

In addition, the existing draft EA is incomplete as once again, there appears a
large degree of segmentation as the Safety Evaluation Report is not included.
This segmentation takes me back to the manner in which the BLEUlicense
request was presented as segmentation of licenses appeared in the forefront.

The boat I reference in the beginning of my comments, now being somewhat
symbolic, has traveled the waterway now for fifty three years. Over this time, it
has evolved into a massive vessel...and the protectors, the NRC,appear to have
settled in as passengers. Some crew members with a conscience and some, even
through fear, have actually stepped forward, attempting to share critical
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concerns, report those broken parts of the vessel's engine, express the issues of
the control and management of special nuclear material. Those endless logs of
safety and performance violations, many years of non-compliance, an estimated
250 plus pages, seem to now be lost in the undertow of the current, their
significance lessened as the goods they ferry seem more important than the
safety of both its passengers, its neighbors and the environment. After all, let us
not forget the reality and fact of a neighboring vessel that now sits with significant
contamination. This neighbor filed suit and the courts awarded him a substantial
settlement.

And only a stone's throwaway, the Nolichucky River, an ancient river that is now
the recipient of toxic and radiological contaminants. The draft EAoutlines twenty
two different radioactive toxins that appear at liberty to reach both our air and
water.

In the past and so often, the vessel has found that changing one captain for
another is key to their success. When the seas become violent and the ship begins
to rock, the ship's new captain will reorganize and with the restructuring of the
vessel, attempt to send the message that change has occurred, everything is
fixed, no worries. The fact remains, no matter who the captain is, no matter what
reorganizing transpires, if the infrastructure of the vessel is not stable and in tip-
top shape, there is no change. The infamous "band-aid approach" used by the
protectors, the NRC,remains applicable and acceptable by the regulators.

Each new captain will implement "his" change, "his" improvements and he will
claim victory as "he" addresses his public; to comfort and convince them that it's
a new day and there's little to be concerned about, especially those
contaminants, claiming they are within the limits of their permits. How does one
measure contamination? If it's contaminated, it's contaminated. Just ask their
neighbor.

Decommissioning ...now, in a year, in ten years or forty ...how can the licensee
claim there are monies reserved for such when there is no decommissioning
plan? It seems a simple fact that a plan provides and outlines required
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equipment, labor, etc which equal a budget. Where's the plan? Impacts of
decommissioning are referenced throughout the draft EA; shouldn't a plan be in
place? Another incompletion.

Fortunately, the public has been "awarded" the timeline of submitting comments
until November 13, 2010. Today, the comments I have presented are a mere
fraction of the concerns and comments that I have compiled. They will be filed
according to the official filing requirements regarding this hearing. Condensing
and determining what message to convey here tonight was both difficult and
frustrating but I am appreciative of the time, albeit limited. Addressing 53 years of
history in one evening is impossible. Outlining and delivering my comments based
on this 93 page draft is also impossible due to the given timeline of this evening.
Additionally, I have restricted the time I spend in an effort to give others a fair
opportunity in speaking.

So, I along with others, continue to shout from the shoreline, struggling to ensure
our calls are heard, our messages yielding caution, begging mercy to all those
involved, those in control, take heed. However today, based on the draft EAand
the obvious segmentation by omitting critical information suggests our voices,
have once again, fallen on deaf ears.

In closing, I would like to stress the fact that, past history is entirely relevant to
the license request as:

The footsteps of the past always fall on the heels of the present.
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